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In a recent paper 2 A. A. Albert proved the falsity of the converse of the well known proposition that a cyclic normal division algebra contains a quantity j whose minimum equation is x n =j in the base field of the algebra. The proof consists in giving an example of a noncyclic normal division algebra containing a quantity j as described above. The algebra described in that example was of degree and exponent four. It is the purpose of this paper to show that the exponent does not affect the property, and this we shall do by constructing similarly an algebra of degree four whose exponent is two.
We shall actually prove the following theorem.
THEOREM. Let £ and rj be independent indeterminants over the field R of real numbers, K = R(^, rj). Then there exist non-cyclic normal division algebras of degree four and exponent two over K such that t*=y ^n -ST» t 2 not in K, for some quantity t in each algebra A,
To make our proof we use the known 3 property stating that a normal division algebra of degree four has exponent two if and only if it is expressible as a direct product of two algebras of degree two. Therefore we may take our desired algebra A to be
We seek first a quantity t with minimum equation / 4 =7 in K. Now if we take t = aii+a2J+azij, where a\, #2, a% are in K(x), and if we put
we can easily compute that if In proving A a non-cyclic division algebra we use the following method.
4 Lets 2 = ô 2 +€ 2 =Ain K, ô and e in K with L=K(z) a quadratic field over K. The algebras B 0 = BXL and C 0 = CXL over L are generalized quaternion algebras over their reference field L. Furthermore, A 0 =A XL is the direct product 4 0 = ^oXCo. Then it is known 5 that a necessary and sufficient condition that A 0 over L shall be a division algebra is that the quadratic form Note that these choices also satisfy (4). Substituting this value for a in (3) we have
With these choices for the parameters of our algebra A is easy to prove by the well known method of an argument 7 on the degrees of the polynomial in (7) that 0(£, rj) cannot be identically zero unless all of the coefficients are zero. From this it follows that A 0 over L is a division algebra over L; so is algebra A a division algebra over K. By its form it is a normal division algebra of degree four and exponent two over K.
The proof of the non-cyclic character of A is exactly the same as that given by A. A. Albert in a previous paper, 8 and with this we have the desired theorem.
